
ABSTRACT 

Vocational high school is one of the most important stages in development. The 

students of vocational high school live in the stage of bisexual interactional . Their 

physiological and psychological development matures increasingly. With the open 

society, the spread of multimedia, the impact of Western culture and the decreasing 

pressure of pursuing advanced studies, they are apt to fall into love. However, Their 

attitude and idea of love change greatly unconsciously. 

     Next, the fact that their love doesn`t go smoothly often leads to their 

misbehavior. To get to the core of the problem , the students` misbehavior in school 

more or less arises from their poor handing of love among themselves. This research 

mainly aims at their attitude , and the solution of how to break up gracefully. 

    This research use questionnaire, which includes eight public and private day high 

schools. With the help of military officers,1080 copies are handed out and returned, 

but 898 (83%) is valid. The research falls into four categories: personal background; 

love attitude ;  depression and responses to breakup .The purpose is to understand 

how their different characteristics influence their love attitude ,  depression and 

responses to breakup. 

    This conclusion is based on the following data: Descriptive Statistics , Factor 

Analysis , t-test, one-way ANOVA  and  Pearson Product Correlation.  

    In the aspect of love attitude , depression and responses to breakup, the survey 

finds out that their love attitude tends to be a love of companion. When facing the 

pressure of breakup, part of them tend to be slight melancholia, but their responses to 

breakup tends to be positive. 

     This survey provides four suppositions, one is confirmed while the others are 

partly confirmed.  Firstly, in the aspect of love attitude , there are eight factors: 

self-sacrifice; family; breakup; friendship; devotion to love; intimacy; looks and 

promise. The gross amount of explanation is 55.02%. 

     Self-sacrifice varies rather obviously in their fathers` income  and varies 

greatly in the features of the department. The breakup in love varies greatly in the 

number of being lovelorn. Friendship varies rather obviously in the features of 

department.  Intimacy varies rather obviously in their parents` income and varies 

greatly in the number of being lovelorn. Lastly,promise varies rather obviously in 

fathers` education and varies greatly in the features of the department. 

     Next, in the aspect of  depression , there are three factors:self-denial; 

physiological maladjustment and depression , the gross amount of explanation is 

60.64%. Self-denial varies obviously in mother`s monthly income, rather obviously in 

kinds of school and obviously in depression. 

 



Finally, in the aspect of responses to breakup, there are eight factors: 

self-abandonment,the search of solution; self-adjustment; professional help; 

self-indulgence; release of emotion; fate and purification of mind. The gross amount 

of explanation  is 57.45%. Among the eight factors, self-denial varies rather 

obviously in the difference of personal characteristics and kinds of the department. 

Self-abandonment varies rather obviously in the number of being lovelorn. The 

release of emotion varies obviously in fathers` job and mothers`monthly income ,and 

varies greatly in kinds of the department. The purification of mind varies greatly in 

the number of being lovelorn and kinds of the department. 

    Among the love attitude , depression and responses to breakup, the relation 

coefficient between love attitude and  depression is plus 0.2948, p<0.0001. The 

relation is very high. The relation coefficient between love attitude and responses to 

breakup is plus 0.4215, p<0.0001. The relation is also very high. The relation 

coefficient between  depression  and responses to breakup is plus 0.3630, p<0.0001. 

The relation is very high ,too.  This shows the love attitude ,  depression and 

responses to breakup interact among themselves. 

    To sum up, researchers suggest that students of vocational high schools should 

learn the way harmoniously between males and females, establish the correct idea 

between both sexes, learn various kinds of knowledge and take part in all kinds of 

extracurricular activities according to personal interest and ability to develop the 

second professional ability and shift the focus of life. Parents should make use of time 

to talk to their children to establish a good relationship and understand their 

relationship with friends. Schools should strengthen the counseling and guidance of 

students` love to avoid students going astray owing to the problem of love.  


